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Title: Developing and Using an Equity Lens in Policy Decision-making 
As related to: ☒  Goal One: Develop and support policies to close 

the achievement and opportunity gaps. 
☒  Goal Two: Develop comprehensive 
accountability, recognition, and supports for 
students, schools, and districts. 

☒  Goal Three: Ensure that every 
student has the opportunity to meet 
career and college ready standards. 
☒  Goal Four: Provide effective 
oversight of the K-12 system. 
☐  Other 

Relevant to Board roles: ☒  Policy leadership 
☒  System oversight 
☒  Advocacy 

☐  Communication 
☒  Convening and facilitating 

Policy considerations / 
Key questions:  

• How might the State Board define “racial equity” for its policy decision-making work?  
• How do our cultural filters impact our judgement and decision-making? 
• What is our personal and collective “why” with regards to leading for equity? 

 
Relevant to business 
item: 

Directly – N/A 
 

Materials included in 
packet: 

• Equity Segment Outline 
• Preparation for Equity Segment of 2017 Board Retreat 
• CNN/Tukwila Video Preparation Activity and Summary of Answers to Reflection 

Questions 
• Public Narrative Document 

Synopsis:  
 
This segment of the retreat will consist of small and full group activities and discussions, facilitated by 
Melia LaCour, the Executive Director of Equity in Education at Puget Sound Educational Service District. 
The objectives for this segment are: 

• To review and adopt a State Board definition of “racial equity.”  
• To recognize how our cultural filters impact our judgement and decision-making. 
• To create our personal and collective “why” with regards to leading for equity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have questions regarding this information, please contact Kaaren Heikes 
at Kaaren.heikes@k12.wa.us.   
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State Board of Education 

Retreat Preparation: EQUITY 
 

Janis is the lead for this segment of the retreat. The Board will devote 8:30am-12:00pm on 
Wednesday, September 13th, to discussing leading for equity. Janis created an ad hoc Equity 
committee comprised of Ricardo, Ryan, and Patty; Kaaren is providing staff support. We have 
engaged Melia LaCour to facilitate this for us, and have worked with Melia to create discussions 
and activities to accomplish our desired outcomes for this segment of the retreat: 

 To review and adopt a State Board of Education definition of “racial equity.”  

 To recognize how our cultural filters impact our judgement and decision-making. 

 To create our personal and collective “why” with regards to leading for equity.  

We have one “required” preparatory activity and one “optional” preparatory activity. 
 
“Required” – Video and reflective questions 
 
CNNMoney's Cristina Alesci visits Tukwila School District, one of the most diverse school districts 
in the country, to examine how political rhetoric is damaging even the most welcoming schools. 
http://money.cnn.com/video/news/2016/10/23/shes-probably-gonna-blow-us-up---how-
students-turned-trumps-rhetoric-to-racism.cnnmoney/index.html 
 

1. Watch the video. 
2. Record your answers to the following questions: 

a. What thoughts and feelings surfaced for you as a result of watching this video?  
b. As you listen to these students’ experiences, what are the implications for your 

work as a Board member? What is the call to action? 
c. What systems and supports are needed?  

3. Type or write up your answers and send them to Kaaren, who will compile them for 
Janis to reference during the retreat (answers will not be distributed to the full Board). 
Please email your answers to Kaaren.heikes@k12.wa.us by Thursday, August 31st.   

 
“Optional” – Book  
 

You may already be familiar with this book, as it has been prominent in 
education circles for over a decade. Members of the Equity committee find it 
a valuable, practical read because it is chiefly not a book about equity, but as 
the title says, a book about how to have the conversations we need to have.  
 
The easy-to-read nature of this book lends to reading it in part or in totality. It 
is filled with helpful exercises, activities, and language to support meaningful 
discussions about closing racial opportunity and achievement gaps in our 

educational system. These discussions require courage, require us to stay engaged, to 
experience discomfort, and speak our truth, as well as to expect and accept non-closure.  We 
look forward to such discussions as a Board during our annual retreat. 

http://money.cnn.com/video/news/2016/10/23/shes-probably-gonna-blow-us-up---how-students-turned-trumps-rhetoric-to-racism.cnnmoney/index.html
http://money.cnn.com/video/news/2016/10/23/shes-probably-gonna-blow-us-up---how-students-turned-trumps-rhetoric-to-racism.cnnmoney/index.html
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Objectives:    
▪ To review and adopt a State Board definition of “racial equity” 
▪ To recognize how our cultural filters impact our judgement and decision-making 
▪ To create our personal and collective “why” with regards to leading for equity 

 

AGENDA 
 

  
8:30 – 8:40 

 
Welcome 
 

  
8:40 – 9:20 

  
How will we define “racial equity?” 

▪ Review existing definitions of equity for Board adoption 
 

  
 

9:20 – 10:30 

 
How do you articulate your personal “why?” with regards to leading for 
racial equity? 

▪ Explore our own public narrative as a way to explore the personal 
“why” 

▪ Examine how our equity lens has been shaped by our narrative and 
impacts our behavior 
 

  
10:30 – 10:40 

 
BREAK 
 

  
 

10:40 – 11:50 

 
How will the SBE define their compelling, collective “why” with regards to 
leading for racial equity? 

▪ Draft a collective “why” that reflects the SBE’s purpose for leading 
with racial equity 
 

  
11:50 – 12:00 

 
What are our next steps? 
 

 
Facilitator:  Melia LaCour, Executive Director, Equity in Education 

Washington State Board of Education Training 
9-13-17 ~ 8:30am – 12:00pm 
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Summary of Board Member Reflection Questions 

(post-CNN/Tukwila video) 

 

This information will be included in “Additional Materials,” as only two Board members have submitted 
their answers to the post-video reflection questions. 



Public Narrative 
 
Public narrative is a leadership art through which we translate values into action: engaging 
heart, head, and hands. As narrative it is built from the experience of challenge, choice and 
outcome. As public narrative it is woven from three elements: a story of self, a story of us, and a 
story of now. Or, as Rabbi Hillel, the 1st Century Jerusalem sage put it, “If I am not for myself, 
who will be for me? If I am for myself alone, what am I?  If not now, when?” 
 

Story of Self 
             When we tell our own story, we teach the values that our choices reveal, not as abstract 
principals, but as our lived experience. We reveal the kind of person we are to the extent that 
we let others identify with us. The more specific our stories, the more powerfully we can 
communicate our values or what moral philosopher Charles Taylor calls our “moral sources.” 

We construct stories of self around choice points – moments in our lives when we faced 
a challenge, had to make a choice, and experienced an outcome. We can access the values 
that motivate us by reflecting on these choice points, especially by telling them to another 
person who can give us feedback about what they are hearing. The other person often can 
“connect the dots” that we may not have connected because they are too obvious to us. By 
choosing among the stories of our own choice points, we can communicate our values most 
clearly to others. 

A story is like a poem. A poem moves not by how long it is, nor how eloquent or 
complicated. A story or poem moves by offering an experience or moment through which we 
grasp the feeling that the poet communicates. The more specific the details we choose to 
recount, the more we can move our listeners. 
             Some of us think that our personal story doesn’t matter, that others won’t be interested, 
or that we shouldn’t be talking about ourselves so much. On the contrary, if we do public work 
we have a responsibility to give a public account of ourselves - where we came from, why we do 
what we do, and where we think we’re going.  

We don’t really have a choice about whether to have a Story of Self or not. If we don’t 
author our story, others will – and they may tell our story in ways that we may not like. Not 
because they are malevolent, but because as others try to make sense of who we are, what 
we’re up to and the why of our actions, they draw on their own experience, especially their 
experience of people they consider to be “like” us.  
  

Story of Us 
             A public story is not only an account of the speaker’s personal experience. All self 
stories are “nested,” including fragments of other stories drawn from our culture, our faith, our 
parents, our friends, the movies we’ve seen, and the books we’ve read.  While individuals have 
their own stories, communities, movements, organizations and nations weave collective stories 
out of distinct threads. Our individual threads intersected on the day that Kennedy was 
assassinated or when we saw the planes hit the Twin Towers. We shared a crisis, and we 
learned the morals about how we are to act and how life is to be lived. Points of intersection 
become the focus of a shared story – the way we link individual threads into a common weave. 
A Story of Us brings forward the values that move us as a community. 

How does the storyteller become part of this larger story? Learning to tell a Story of Us 
requires deciding who the “us” is -- which values shape that identity and which are most relevant 
to the situation at hand. Stories then not only teach us how to live, they also teach us how to 
distinguish who “we” are from “others,” reducing uncertainty about what to expect from our 
community. In the midst of treacherous weather, earthquakes, disease and other environmental 
sources of great unpredictability – the behavior, actions and reactions of the people among 
whom we live, and our shared stock of stories, gives us greater safety. 

Our cultures are repositories of stories. Community stories about challenges we have 
faced, why we stood up to them -- our values and our shared goals -- and how we overcame 
them weave throughout our political beliefs and religious traditions. We tell community stories 
again and again as folk sayings, popular songs, religious rituals, and community celebrations 



(e.g., Easter, Passover, 4th of July). Just like individual stories, collective stories can inspire 
hope or generate despair. We also weave new stories from old ones. The Exodus story, for 
example, served the Puritans when they colonized North America, but it also served Southern 
blacks claiming their civil rights in the freedom movement. 

Organizations that lack a “story” lack an identity, a culture, core values that can be 
articulated and drawn upon to motivate. Leaders learn to tell the Story of Us – the story of their 
organization – by identifying the “choice points” of the organization’s journey, recounting 
experiences that communicate the values embedded in the work of the organization. 
  

Story of Now 
             Stories of Now articulate the challenges we face now, the choices we are called upon to 
make, and the meaning of making the right choice. Stories of Now are set in the past, present 
and future. The challenge is now -- we are called upon to act because of our legacy and who we 
have become, and the action that we take now can shape our desired future. 

These are stories in which we are the protagonists. We face a crisis, a challenge. It’s our 
choice to make. And we have a story of hope, if we make the right choice. The storyteller 
among us whom we have authorized to “narrativize” this moment finds a way to articulate our 
crisis and challenge as a choice, reminds us of our moral resources (our stories, stories of our 
family, our community, our culture, our faith), and offers a hopeful vision we can share as we 
take our first steps on the journey. 
 

 
 

Source: Marshall Ganz 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Exercise for Session Participants 
Public Narrative as a strategy to cultivate trust, relationships, community and 

urgency 

As you reflect on your context, the leadership role that you hold and the challenges you are 
facing, please spend some time coming up with ideas for drafting a 3-minute version of your 
public narrative—a version you would share within your community. 

3 Parts Purpose of each part Your Ideas. Your Story 
 
 

SELF 

 
 
 

Invites others to be in relationship 
with you 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

US 

 
 
 

Invites others to join your 
community 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NOW 

 
 
 

Invites others to take action 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Additionally, please choose and complete one of the three questions below for reflection: 

Who am I as a cultural being? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Why is my personal relationship with 
race, equity, and inclusion important 

as I make system-level decisions? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

What am I hoping to transform in 
myself, in order to exercise real 

leadership for equity, inclusion, and 
social justice? 
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